have done, but it also means that some chapters work better than others, because it requires her to spend a considerable amount of space summarizing the long histories of the bodies and burials in question. This causes her ostensible focus on the period after 1700 to be at times obscured, as in several chapters she turns to it in their final pages. It also means that, although the chapters are arranged roughly chronologically by the dates of the respective disinterments, there is some redundancy and little sense of change over time. Late eighteenth-century conceptions of the English past, though also reliant on medieval and Tudor precedent, were very different from late Victorian ones, but this is not always apparent in Tomaini’s work. Nor is a key aspect of Tomaini’s case—that corpses were “texts” that could be read in various ways—as revelatory as she claims. Rather, it is an interesting and important but ultimately conventional point about the complexity of interpreting the past dressed up in the fashionable lingo of present-day literary criticism. (In Tomaini’s defense, she generally employs a light touch with jargon.)

But these caveats aside, the best chapters in The Corpse as Text are well worth perusing. The debate over the identity of the bones in Canterbury Cathedral served as an uncomfortable reminder that England had not always been Protestant, complicating the relationship between the (Protestant) present and the (Catholic) pre-Reformation past. The corpses of Katherine de Valois, Anne Boleyn, and Katherine Parr raised challenging questions about female political power and sexuality, while those of Charles I and Oliver Cromwell reactivated the still-relevant debate over the proper balance between monarchical and parliamentary power. Tomaini is not a historian, and there are times when her sense of the specific context of a particular disinterment could be more detailed. In general, however, her treatments of the individual case studies are sharp and insightful, as well as readable and full of entertaining and amusing detail. One cannot help but sometimes feel sorry for the deceased, as the antiquarian investigators themselves not only behaved in ways that we would find disrespectful, but also frequently uncovered evidence of grave robbing and other cavalier disturbances of their mortal remains. But their zeal to uncover the “truth”—was Anne Boleyn really buried with her head tucked under her arm?—was matched by the reluctance of the dead to yield up their secrets. In none of the cases that Tomaini describes was a clear answer obtained to the question or questions that had justified the disinterment of the corpse. The bones of the dead should have provided the ultimate empirical evidence of “what really happened.” Instead, disinterment almost always served only to intensify debate about the past, and the present.
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In recent years, histories of urban water supply have been written for cities such as Philadelphia, Chicago, and New York, rightly focusing on the importance of nineteenth-century developments in their specific water networks. One of the great successes of Leslie Tomory’s richly detailed History of the London Water Industry, 1580–1820 is tracing the origins of urban water networks back to early modern London.

Focusing on the rival companies that supplied piped water to private addresses in London, Tomory opens with three chapters that address technology, company structures, and public
institutional support for the water industry from the sixteenth to the early eighteenth century. Chapters 4 to 7 constitute the heart of the book, Tomory offering in each a substantial exploration of the development of the water industry across the eighteenth century. The major focus is on two companies, the New River Company and the London Bridge Water Works, whose divergent fortunes Tomory traces through company minute books and accounts now deposited in the London Metropolitan Archives. In two concluding chapters he assesses changes in the industry in the years around 1800, as iron came to replace wood as the material of choice for pipes, the Napoleonic Wars drove up commodity prices, and a series of new companies dented the once dominant position of the New River. Tomory also finds room to offer instructive European and transatlantic comparisons, where we learn that while London once looked to German pumping technology in the later-sixteenth century, by the eighteenth century London was serving as a model network for the likes of Hamburg, Paris, and Philadelphia.

Tomory has marshaled a significant amount of new material into a convincing argument that leaves us without doubt about the centrality of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to the history of urban water supply. Indeed, so important is this longer history of London’s water supply network that it emerges from this study as a kind of ur-network. London’s water network is presented as a precursor to its subsequent networks of sewers, gaslights, and electricity, and we are invited to think of the transition from public pump to private pipes as a “broad trend toward the networked city” on the first page. Yet Tomory hedges against charges of teleology with reminders of the lasting importance of water carriers, wells, and the differential penetration of piped provision across neighborhoods (chapter 6). This reviewer would have liked to have seen more on the fading methods of water provision as part of a holistic approach to the water industry, as well as the extent to which Londoners could access other sources of open water. But given the source material available, this may not be possible, and the focus on commercial, piped supply does not diminish the history of water networks assembled here. Its development is presented as a long-term, organic, evolutionary process without overall design that Tomory has managed to carefully piece together from a mass of administrative and technical records.

Much of the book is centered on practical matters: Tomory goes into detail about the river channels, pipe arrangements, and share prices of London’s water companies. This is, after all, a history of technology and of business. However, people have a place, too. Tomory tracks the influence of various surveyors and engineers on the work of the New River Company, along with the application of new mathematical and natural philosophical ideas through figures like Christopher Wren and Charles Bossut. And yet, refreshingly, among named engineers and mathematicians Tomory also finds space for the many unnamed turncocks, walksmen, and millwrights on whose tacit knowledge the emergent water network depended. It was these men whose daily labors kept up water pressure and maintained connections, and who influenced the development of London’s water supply more immediately than ideas from mathematics and natural philosophy.

The people who opened the valves and flushed the pipes are given more attention than those who turned on their taps. Tomory is focused more on supply than demand. When demand is addressed, it is mentioned primarily as a function of rising population. It is reasonable to assume that demand for water increased as population increased, but to tie that assumption to a particular model of water supply requires careful unpicking. Tomory proposes that the rising number of connected houses and the increasing social depth of new connections over time is evidence that water should place among the commodities typically identified as part of the consumer revolution experienced in England in the later seventeenth century. The English appetite for bathing is mentioned as one source of demand for water, along with rising commercial use in industries like brewing and services like firefighting. Yet much more could have been said about what water was used for once supplied to newly demanding consumers. We read little about water once it crosses the domestic threshold. For example,
given the often highly gendered domestic division of labor in fetching and using water, some analysis of the differential social impact of household water supply would have been welcome, particularly in the later period, when Tomory estimates that the poorest 30 percent of houses remained unconnected. Social and cultural urban historians will want to explore the consequences of Tomory’s argument about the (unequal) proliferation of piped water in the eighteenth century, given the implications it has for histories of domestic labor, ideas of cleanliness, and sociability in and around the early modern urban household.

In 2017, the UK government introduced a market for water supplied to nonresidential customers in England in the latest of its generational shake-ups of the water industry. These reforms break up wholesalers’ regional monopolies, allowing Northumbrian Water to supply brewers in Bristol, and Bristol Water to supply in nurseries in Newcastle. Tomory’s timely and stimulating new history of the London water industry provides an in-depth examination of one of the first markets for piped water. It will be of interest to historians of business, technology and the early modern city, as well as anyone seeking historical background on the Brave Old World into which we are now moving.
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Jessica Winston’s Lawyers at Play: Literature and Politics at the Early Modern Inns of Court, 1558–1581 is an intriguing book that explores the world of the Inns as a distinct literary space, revealing that from the start of Elizabeth I’s reign to 1642 there were “over one hundred major and minor writers” who were members of these legal societies (2). Nowadays we rather superficially tend to think of “play” as an activity only indulged in by children. The modern adult world has lost its sense of what this involves, but Winston’s title captures the ludic culture enjoyed by our early modern forbears. Not only does she chart the dramatic output and performance culture of the Inns of Court, but she also explores the figurative meaning of “play”: the liberty provided by the Inns of Court to be creative, to push the boundaries and explore the convergence of both the imaginative and real worlds. She focuses on the literary output as an extracurricular activity (recreation), an escape from the day-to-day realities of the law, fostered by the setting and institutional culture of the Inns themselves and driven by those mysterious intellectual forces that characterized the Renaissance. The importance of the cultural environment comes through in the geographical epithets used. The Inns formed “literary territories” that “had a topography and temperature of their own” (42) and within which lawyers fostered a distinct social and literary domain. Then, as now, the Inns’ intellectual and communal independence provided a licensed opportunity for commentary on and satire of contemporary politics and politicians as much as judges, lawyers, and the legal system, demonstrating a capacity for self-mockery combined with well-observed critique.

Winston’s concern is not simply with the artistic environment: it is the legal profession that she regards as crucial in balancing the equation. Indeed, her central claim is that the networks of writers associated with the Inns of Court manifested their literary oeuvres at key moments of change in the legal profession as it responded to perceived challenges in the administration of justice and a crisis in recruitment to the profession itself. In pursuit of this, Winston maintains...